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LITERATURE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. 
II. 
KINDS AND ASPECTS OF LITERATURE. 
WE should theoretically be able to find specimens of each 
of the five great species of literature--epic, drama, lyric, 
novel, essay-adapted to the needs of the child; but prac- 
tically we are obliged to omit the essay; for, as a matter of 
fact, the literary essay is in subjett-matter too abstract and 
remote, and in style too allusive and evasive, for the child's 
mind. It reflects a mental life too complex to appeal to him. 
As it is actually constituted, the literary drama, also, represents 
a life so mature and involved as to be beyond the child's grasp. 
It is a pity that this is true, for there is much in the dramatic 
form and the dramatic principles that would seem to fit it to the 
child's needs. One can imagine little plays, making a combina- 
tion of game and poetry, that ought to delight and train a child. 
But all attempts at such plays have hitherto been so lamentably 
weak on the side of the poetry as to be only a discouragement 
to the teacher of literature. But of the other three species 
there are simple specimens eminently suited to his purposes. 
One could not, of course, offer the child a developed epic; but 
there are bits of literature of the epic kind-ballad, hero tales, 
fairy sagas-precisely suited to him. We should never intro- 
duce him to a mature novel; but the Mdrchen are for him. He 
would be lost in the presence of the elegy, the sonnet, or the 
ode; but we may give him nursery jingles, songs, and other bits 
of simple lyric fit and right for him. 
The element that fits the simplest forms of epic and novel-- 
ballad, saga, and Mdrchen--for the child's use is that of story. 
The love of story is instinctive, and we can no more go back of 
it by way of explanation than we can go back of any other 
instinct. But it is an unfailing appetite. To the child the story 
is interesting, whether it is made an account of mere activities, 
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whether it organizes itself into an action, or, becoming more 
complex, takes on the added element of plot. In any of its 
stages it is a framework, a large form, a principle of organiza- 
tion, giving to literature its disciplinary value for the child. 
For him story is the art unit, the thread by virtue of which the 
material takes shape and becomes a unified whole. In his later 
literary experience he may find this principle of unification in a 
line of thinking or a flow of emotion; but in this early stage 
it is the story-form within which his literary material naturally 
organizes itself. 
Now, story is a form useful for many purposes. Like lan- 
guage itself, it is the common medium of teaching in literature 
and in much information work. The arrangement of incidents 
and events according to any of the principles of consequence 
and subsequence, literature shares with science, with history, 
with life itself. But because a teacher uses words-even correct 
words-when he communicates with his children on the subject 
of hydrogen or pollen, he does not imagine that he is teaching 
them literature. No more is he giving them literary training 
when he uses the story-form to teach them the life-history of 
the dandelion seed or the experiences of Mary Stuart. The 
story chosen for literary training must be literature-art, not 
designed first of all to convey technical knowledge. Lest he 
should seem to himself narrow and severe in this matter, the 
teacher must constantly keep in mind that he is choosing out of 
the world of things written a few which he heightens into a 
discipline by placing them in the child's school training. This 
differentiates them at once from the things a child may read or 
hear read in his home or in connection with his other studies. It 
may be expedient for the child to come into contact with many 
books which a careful master would never select for his specific 
literary training. He may even get some literary training as a 
by-product of his contact with these books. But the far-sighted 
teacher chooses for his material in literature in the school those 
things that are real art, not deceived for a moment by the fact 
that these other things use correct and even beautiful language, 
and arrange themselves in the story-form. 
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It is first of all important to choose stories good of their 
kind. The same rules that enable a teacher to choose a good 
novel for his mature students will guide him in the choice of a 
good story for the children. He may demand of his Mdrchen, 
as of his novel, reasonable, logical, or credible sequence of 
events, economy of incidents, unity of interest, balance of parts, 
consistency of plot, sufficient or acceptable motive, ethical 
soundness, just or logical outcome, and general truth to human 
nature-which last he must by no means confuse with fact of 
human experience. When he applies his tests, let us say to the 
body of fairy-tales among which he must choose, he will find 
himself with but a scant dozen left, but they will be golden- 
and sufficient. If he applies them to the merest nursery tales, 
he will find himself obliged to leave, for example, The House 
that Jack Built for the child's play hours, while he transfers 
The Old Woman Who Found a Sixpence to his curriculum. 
Alongside it he will place Perrault's Cinderella and Beauty and 
the Beast, while he must relegate Grimm's Cinderella and Jack 
and the Beanstalk to the limbo of imperfect things. 
This is but saying that the teacher of little children should 
be in literature, as in other subjects, an experienced student, an 
expert trained in literary criticism, widely read in literature. 
Only from the 
point, 
of view of the largest experience, from the 
vantage ground f knowing the best, can he feel himself safe in 
choosing for the child among the apparently simple things. 
While it is true that such a teacher may be trusted to choose 
his material where he will, there is wisdom in the conclusion, 
which all thoughtful teachers have reached, that for purposes of 
this specific literary training it is best to give from the beginning 
the old classic stories. The old folk fairy-tales, the old hero 
cycles are inwrought now with the world's culture, and should 
become a part of the child's art experience early. It is during 
his earliest school years that the modern child has his best period 
of psychic ripeness for the old stories. Of course, a teacher 
may from time to time give his child a modern tale. There are 
a few modern tales, indeed, that demand a place for themselves 
alongside the classics-nor need The King of the Golden River, or 
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Toomai of the Elephants, or Little Black Sambo be ashamed in the 
company of Kluge Else and Cinderella. 
But more purposes of culture are served by the use of the 
old stories. It would be ideal if there were some inevitable 
form of these stories available for the child. We are obliged 
to acknowledge that we are always giving the Odyssey in a 
second-best way when we are giving it in other than Homer's 
words. But in this and similar cases we are obliged to sacrifice 
the important matter of original and perfect literary form in 
order to secure the many other advantages of great story and 
fitting subject-matter. As long as the teacher clings to the old 
tales and the old masters, he is saved from the temptation of 
trivial modern stories written for children, and the snare of 
information books, "nature stories," and what not, masquerading 
as art. 
It seems to be good economy to teach the stories that go 
in cycles. Perhaps one of the reasons that Jack the Giant 
Killer is so early and so prime a favorite in the nursery is that 
he has a cycle of adventures. We are permitted to follow him 
on into new exploits, so that our interest in him is not foiled and 
wasted by the premature close of his career after one victory. 
So we have gained something of steadiness, we have economized 
attention and interest, when we have allowed the work in litera- 
ture for a whole year to center in Robin Hood, in Odysseus, in 
King Arthur, in Robinson Crusoe, even though this center serve 
sometimes as a point of departure-that is to say, for the 
attachment of other and suggested bits of literature. 
When it is possible to find within literature, pure literature, so 
much for the teaching of the child, it seems a pity that many 
teachers seek their material outside -in myth, for example. To 
study myth as literature seems an irreverence, because to the 
people who made it in every case it was religion. It seems 
unfair and prejudicial to the child's future sympathetic under- 
standing of alien culture that he should learn to regard as mere 
stories those symbolic utterances which to the people who made 
them were spiritual interpretations of actual phenomena. Greek 
myth, in particular, which is most often selected for the child, is 
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spiritually very mature and complex - quite beyond the compre- 
hension of the young student as religion, and much too full of 
spiritual significance to be presented as literature only. Every 
student is aware, of course, that there are mythical elements in 
the hero-tales and in the fairy-tales. Indeed, in the very Mother 
Goose melodies the scholar comes upon dim shadows of old 
religious rites and interpretations. But here myth has passed 
beyond the pale of religion and has become art, as certain reli- 
gious ceremonies have forgotten their origin and passed into 
children's games. And, since they have grown incorporate into 
human affairs, the emphasis has. shifted and we are looking no 
longer at religious explanation of physical and historical events, 
but at human experience in which these mythical elements are 
mere incidents. As a matter of fact, a great many teachers are 
using legends which they mistakenly call myths. So there is 
reason to hope that the fallacy of teaching myth to children is 
not so widespread as it seems. 
The teacher of literature who is a trained critic must, in 
choosing his material, have naught to do with the pleasant 
snare of correlation. One who has vainly sought for a long 
morning a quotation strictly appropriate to some subject or 
occasion he has in mind, has been forced to conclude that 
the masters have been short-sighted or unaccommodating or 
" unpedagogic " in this matter. They have not had their minds 
upon correlation, and have not produced the things precisely 
suited to our needs; and we are, perforce, driven to suit our needs 
to what they have given us. The fact is, art does not correlate. 
It is by the merest lucky chance that now and then we do find a 
piece of really good literature, some of whose elements fit into 
the child's other work. As, for example, Robinson Crusoe in 
some of its aspects may correspond to lessons in colonization 
or in the primitive industries. But, as a rule, the teacher who 
forces a bit of literature to match a subject about which the 
child's other work is centering, has chosen a second-best bit of 
art, and has thrown no essential light on the subject; as if 
when the child was concerned with leguminous plants he should 
be reading Anderson's ethically unsound story The Pea Blossom; 
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or as if the teacher of literature, to illuminate and vivify his 
pupils' science studies, should classify and teach Rab and His 
Friends as zoology. 
Not for a moment would a careful teacher weigh lightly the 
subject-matter of his material. But he realizes that the litera- 
ture which is pure art does not handle technical subjects, but 
represents human life. And this seems a good place to say that, 
when we choose this somewhat limited body of literature, we 
should confine ourselves to that which does present human life. 
This does not, of course, exclude supernatural and preternatural 
elements, but it does place the emphasis on human life and 
affairs. There are and ought to be other opportunities for the child 
to learn to know the many pleasant beast-tales, old and new, that 
by inherent right belong to him, and, indeed, the teacher may 
introduce certain of these among his school material. But, on 
the whole, the stories that deal with human life will yield the 
child a more-sided culture. And these pictures of human life 
should, as a rule, be chosen among the serious things. This 
would not exclude all humorous things; and it is precisely 
humorous things that sometimes give us the truest and most 
serious view of life. But it would exclude from school work 
any large amount of nonsense, and all masses of nonsense. 
Alice in Wonderland has contributed, not only to the gayety of 
nations, but to the culture of mankind, and every well-taught 
child should know it. But he should come by it, as by most of 
his nonsense, in his hours of intellectual play. Good nonsense, 
by the very virtue of being good, lacks that thread of imagina- 
tive unity by which we need to hold in disciplinary literature. 
Good fables are most serviceable in literary training. They 
are, indeed, an instrument that cuts more ways than one. The 
genuine fables of AEsop or Fontaine have in them always the 
elements of a good story. The teacher with some narrative and 
dramatic gift may easily amplify a fable into a thoroughly 
acceptable tale, because the groundwork of incident is practically 
always sound. And fable gives just the exercise the child needs 
in the understanding and interpretation of symbol and figure. 
It is best, of course, to suppress the moral-.Esop's or Fon- 
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taine's-and give the child or the class the privilegc of working 
out a fresh moral or application, by way of interpreting the little 
story. It is not easy to find a quicker and easier introduction 
to artistic symbolism or a surer guide in figurative expression. 
The interpretation of proverbs is profitable as an exercise in 
the literary type of thought and speech. They are concrete 
and picturesque rather than abstract, specific rather than gen- 
eral. But it is the abstract and the general that we are to 
understand by them. These qualities it is that give them their 
unique literary value. Of course, the teacher must call upon his 
own wisdom and training when he is choosing his proverbs. Many 
popular proverbs are pessimistic; many inculcate a merely com- 
monplace or egoistic philosophy; some are ambiguous; some the 
modern world has outgrown; many are too mature in every way 
for the elementary child. But enough remain to sharpen his 
wits and increase his skill in understanding the secondary and 
figurative meanings of things-an absolutely essential matter in 
his literary training. 
The lyric varieties of literature offer us some elements that 
we either do not find at all in the epic and novel kinds, or find 
in a form less notable and applicable. We have' said that in 
many cases, in order to get the story we desire, we are obliged 
to take it in some secondary form-translation or other adapta- 
tion. We cannot read the Odyssey to the elementary child in 
Homer's phrase, the King Arthur stories in Mallory's, nor the 
adventures of Robin Hood in the old ballads. But in lyric we 
enjoy the privilege of teaching the child the only, the inevitable, 
the inseparable form. Like every other art, literature is on one 
side a craft. It has its technique as have drawing and music. 
It will not do to press upon the young child the minor matters 
of technique. But he can get very early a sense of craftsman- 
ship, a feeling for the bit of literature as a thing in itself. He 
displays this very early in his own production. A rhyme that 
he has made is a jewel, a treasure; the mildest or crudest little 
figure of speech that he has himself devised is to him a genuine 
purple patch set in his little theme. 
The lyric or other small bit of verse seems the best place to 
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teach the child appreciation of these technical beauties, in that 
measure in which he can consciously or unconsciously appreciate 
them. He does enjoy the verse of the mere nursery jingles, as 
also the music of lyrics too mature for him in subject-matter. 
And while one would not teach a child verses whose subject- 
matter is far beyond him, it is well to read in his hearing bits of 
the incomparable music of the great masters. A Beethoven 
symphony is on one hand difficult scoring, intricate counter- 
point, complex orchestral arrangement. But on the other side 
it is a collection of separable pleasant sounds, it is melody, 
harmony, rhythmical movement, all of which make for the 
aesthetic enjoyment and ultimate culture of even the child. So 
one might, ignoring its difficult theology, read to his child 
the first sixteen lines of the Paradise Lost, for its resonant music, 
for its lofty collocation of resounding words, for its haunting 
sense of something grand and awful "evermore about to be." 
Of course, in the ballad we can get the element of verse-form in 
combination with story, but it is in lyric that we find special 
beauty and variety of form and movement. This beauty and 
variety of music, together with its emotional subject-matter and 
its emotional appeal, set off lyric, indeed, from the other species. 
Just as we have opportunity in all literature to train a child in 
the appreciation of imagery and of figure, so every bit of litera- 
ture makes its appeal to his feelings. But in the lyric it is more 
direct, more specific. His delight in some generous deed of 
Robin Hood is, as it were, an objective thing. His stir of sym- 
pathetic enlargement over the children who "sing in far Japan," 
and the "organ with the organ man singing in the rain," is an 
inner and deeper access of consciousness. Therefore it devolves 
upon the teacher to select with his utmost care those lyrics 
which have an emotional content and make an emotional appeal. 
Of mere jingles and bits of song we may ask only that they be 
musical or beautiful in imagery. Of the emotional lyric we 
must ask suitability, soundness, due measure of feeling. Of 
verses made for children let us be somewhat wary. One is 
tempted to say that after the Mother Goose melodies one can 
feel safe only in A Child's Garden. In Whittier's collection of 
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verse, Child Life, one may find scarcely a dozen poems he would 
like to put whole and entire into a child's consciousness. Like 
Whittier's own The Barefoot Boy and In School-Days, they are 
verses about children-an old man's reminiscences of child- 
hood, conscious description of childhood or comment upon it, 
and therefore thoroughly unchildlike and unsuited for the child's 
training. Much more acceptable are some of the simpler songs 
of the masters 
-Shakespeare's "Under the greenwood tree," 
Wordsworth's "The cock is crowing," Browning's "The year's 
at the spring." 
For lack of a better term, we were obliged to speak of story 
as an element of literature, of form as an element, of feeling as an 
element; so we are obliged to speak of character as an element, 
though these are by no means co-ordinate and mutually exclu- 
sive aspects of the subject. Character constitutes a real and 
legitimate interest of the child in literature. He is interested in 
people apart from their attempts and achievements. To the 
very small child Little Boy Blue, Tom the Piper's Son, Miss Muf- 
fett, and the rest, assume a distinct personality. Of course, to so 
young a student as the elementary child it is static character and 
striking types that are interesting. He is languid in the presence 
of the more esoteric and differentiated types, and no character 
evolution more delicate than the degeneration of "Struwwel- 
peter" or the conversion of Cinderella's sisters appeals to him. 
But he loves his heroes and hates his villains, and stroke by 
stroke builds up his ideals enriched and enlarged by that halo of 
beauty and feeling given them by the atmosphere of literature. 
One need not discuss character or invite the child to discuss it. 
But the teacher will find that the heroic, the beautiful, the 
pathetic, the wronged, the wicked, the unrepentant, stand in the 
child's mind clearly and effectually discerned. Concerning all 
human life and human affairs the child has an insatiable curi- 
osity, an unceasing interest. It is no small thing that he may 
in literature see them conducted nobly and beautifully. The 
child must be forever more open and more generous who has 
once felt the spirit of boundless hospitality that pervades the 
Odyssey; who has there seen 
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"On the steps of the palaces, kings 
Coming and going with presents and things." 
Of the outcome and issue of human events the child will learn 
much in literature. It often requires the teacher's best skill to 
direct the experience of the little people here. They will not 
willingly accept a tragedy. Like the little girl in Wordsworth's 
We Are Seven, the negative view is simply not a reality to them. 
This may be due to some supernal truth of vision, which their 
elders have lost. But we all know that tragedy is sometimes the 
way of life and often the way of art. The teacher must see that 
the tragedy works its legitimate purification of the feelings, or 
becomes accepted as the inevitable outcome of the circum- 
stances. It is good to know that it may do both. The child 
studying literature often needs guiding in his criticism of the 
outcome of events. He is not inclined to accept legal justice in 
which it seems to him the effect is alien to the cause. Logical 
justice is too likely to hurt somebody he loves or to spare some- 
body he hates. So your class rises as one man and demands poetic 
justice. The teacher here has a pretty problem, if the outcome 
of his events be logical justice, to reconcile his class to it, and at 
the same time keep the tuneful emotional mood he would like. 
It is surely best to select for the child those presentations of 
life that have a distinct issue and outcome, leaving realistic 
uncertainties and inconclusions for his later experience. The 
people and environment of the child in life may not always be 
chosen. But in literature we may see to it that the people he knows 
and the surroundings he encounters make for joy and for culture. 
It would be possible, and it might be instructive, to bring this 
matter of the choice of elements and kinds much nearer to the 
practical teacher by speaking more in detail, and by the criticism 
of specific examples and types. But to the thoughtful and crea- 
tive teacher a prepared curriculum is an offense. Let him but 
have some knowledge of the child and an expert's knowledge of 
the principles of his material, and he can hardly go wrong in his 
choice of the individual specimens. 
PORTER LANDER MACCLINTOCK. 
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